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Abstract 7 

Past versions of vulnerability index have shown ability to detect susceptible region by assessing 8 

socio-economic parameters at local scales. However, due to variability of these vulnerability index 9 

respect to socio-economic parameters, cann’t be utilized to predict the susceptibility region. The 10 

present endeavor aims to develops a new vulnerable index which identify and predict the spatio-11 

temporal imprint of extreme drought and wet events at various scales in India by analyzing 12 

monthly observed and Coupled Model Inter-Comparison Phase 5 (CMIP5) rainfall data at spatial 13 

scale 1𝑜 × 1𝑜 of time period pertaining to 1901-2100. New vulnerability index is proposed by 14 

consolidating the outcomes of Standard Precipitation Index (SPI) at different time scales such as 15 

3- and 12-month and along with weights of individual grids. The weights of individual grid is 16 

calculated through the occurrence of extreme drought and wet events in the recent past which is to 17 

include a climate change factor in the proposed index. Based on the spatial distribution of high 18 

index values, the expected vulnerable regions concerning extreme drought events will be in 19 

Northeast, Northeast Central, East Coast, West, Northwest, Northcentral, and some grids in South 20 
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part of India. Similarly, vulnerable regions concerning extreme wet events are likely to be in the 21 

Northeast, West Coast, East Coast, and some grids in the Peninsular region. 22 

Further, a conceptual model is presented to quantify the severity of extreme events. The analyses 23 

reveal that on the CMIP5 model data, it is obtained that 2024, 2026-27, 2035, 2036-37, 2043-44, 24 

2059-60, 2094 are likely to be the most prominent drought years in all-India monsoon rainfall and 25 

their impact will persist for a longer time. Similarly, the most prominent wet events are predicted 26 

to be 2076, 2079-80, 2085, 2090, 2092, and 2099.  27 

 28 

Keywords: Extreme drought event, Extreme wet event, SPI, Vulnerability index, CMIP5. 29 

 30 

1. Introduction 31 

Precipitation is one of the critical components of the hydrological cycle that has been 32 

affected by climate change (Fowler and Hennessy 1995; Xie et al. 2010). Consequently, it has 33 

witnessed more frequent extreme events (wet/droughts) (Zhang et al. 2008). Extreme weather 34 

events are a common feature, which depends on either deficit or excess of rainfall over a region, 35 

and their co-existence poses a potent threat. The formation of droughts is slow, and it takes a long 36 

time to evolve, months to years; therefore, exceptional events are hard to be predicted. However, 37 

the floods are the immediate response of disturbed weather conditions and are easily quantifiable. 38 

As a result, occurrences of both the events cause significant damages mainly to agriculture and 39 

loss of livelihood (Vasiliades et al. 2011; Narasimhan and Srinivasan 2005). More than one-third 40 

of the available landmasses in India are of semi-arid and arid tropical types, which are vulnerable 41 

to frequent droughts and desertification (Nagarajan 2003). Hence, it is necessary to understand the 42 
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formation of drought over different landmasses of India with changes in the climate at regional 43 

scales. 44 

Many parts of the world including India have experienced an increase in the frequency of 45 

occurrence of flood and drought events in the recent past (Mallya et al. 2016; Meehl et al. 2005; 46 

Mishra and Singh 2010; Parthasarathy et al. 1994; Peters et al. 2005; Preethi et al. 2019; Rajeevan 47 

et al. 2008; Veijalainen and Vehvilainen 2008). Standard Precipitation Index (SPI) (Mckee et al. 48 

1993) is the most famous index available for detection of drought and wet events, as recommended 49 

by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) (Hayes et al. 1999; Svoboda and Fuchs 2016). 50 

The SPI has several advantages due to its simplicity and temporal flexibility, which allow its 51 

application for water resources at different time scales. For example, the SPI index is generally 52 

calculated for the selected periods, i.e. 3, 6, 12, and 24 months. The SPI at time scales 3-and 6-53 

month describe drought/wet events affecting agricultural practices as these time scales can 54 

conclusively indicate the soil moisture conditions of vegetation for the growing season (Tsakiris 55 

& Vangelis 2004; Jena et al. 2020). Further, the SPI values at the longer time scales such as 12- 56 

and 24-month are pertinent for water resources management purposes (Edwards and McKee 1997; 57 

Bonaccorso et al. 2003). 58 

According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), vulnerability 59 

defines as “the degree of susceptibility to damage”. It is the result of “diverse historical, social, 60 

economic, political, cultural, institutional, natural resource, and environmental conditions and 61 

processes” (Lavell et al. 2012). The selection of vulnerability indicators or variables varies based 62 

on local study context and purposes. Several vulnerability indices are available in the literature, in 63 

which some are derived from SPI, and others are proposed independently of SPI along with the 64 

local drought indicator. For example, Yang et al. (2012) have proposed a drought vulnerability 65 
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index (DVI) using the trend test over ten drought indicators. These indicators were taken from 66 

three different sectors, such as water resources, precipitation patterns, and social aspects, and trend 67 

tests were applied to score DVI. However, the analysis is a constraint to the indicators, and it 68 

applies only to the river basin. Murthy et al. (2015) have developed a composite index, known to 69 

be agricultural drought vulnerability index (ADVI) to measure the agriculture vulnerability to 70 

drought at a local scale in the Andhra Pradesh state of India by analyzing 22 indicators over spatial 71 

coverage. The variance approach generates the weights of each input indicator to quantify the 72 

severity of drought to agriculture. Although ADVI can classify (vulnerable and non-vulnerable) 73 

the region, it is restricted to local scale as the input parameters are susceptible to the areas because 74 

of the complexity in geographical structure and weather pattern. Further, some studies have 75 

reported vulnerability assessment associated with the climate changes in water resources, 76 

agricultural sector, socio-economic indicators such as land use, technology, and infrastructure  77 

(Metzger et al. 2005; Eakin and Conley 2002; Brooks et al. 2005). 78 

Manikandan and Tamilmani (2013) have proposed a DVI, which is derived index from SPI 79 

considering the parameters such as its drought spatial extends, frequency (drought occurrence), 80 

and severity (drought categories that are, moderate to extreme drought). Another DVI developed 81 

by Kim et al. (2015) and Dabanli (2018) considered socio-economic parameters such as Irrigated 82 

Land (IL), Total Agricultural Land (TAL), Population Density (PD), and Municipal Water (MW). 83 

Similarly, different sets of drought parameters have been taken into consideration in a study 84 

conducted by Kar et al. (2018) to identify the vulnerable regions through assigning appropriate 85 

weights parameters. The Standardized Drought Vulnerability Index (SDVI) is an index developed 86 

by Oikonomou et al. (2019) which incorporates precipitation patterns, the supply and demand 87 

trends, and the socio-economic background to drought vulnerability. In this framework, in-situ and 88 
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satellite data are utilized to minimize the lack of drought-related information. The temporally 89 

varying signs such as SPI, surface water drought index (SWDI), and groundwater drought index 90 

(GDI) and spatial information of the indicators have been integrated to measure the vulnerability 91 

to droughts over Bundelkhand in central India (Thomas et al. 2016).  92 

The General circulation models (GCMs) constitute essential tools for assessing probable 93 

impacts of climate change over various representative concentration of pathways (RCPs). The 94 

coupled model intercomparison project five (CMIP5), a framework for analyzing and quantifying 95 

the results of the Atmosphere-Ocean Coupled General Circulation Model (AOCGCM) (Taylor et 96 

al. 2011). These CMIP5 projections are based on updated global greenhouse gas emission 97 

scenarios represented as a radioactive concentration of pathways (RCPs). Many studies have 98 

employed CMIP5 models to investigate the evolution of past and future droughts and predicting 99 

the severity of future droughts (Cook et al. 2015; Sheffield and Wood 2008; Taylor et al. 2013; 100 

Zhao and Dai 2015; Swann et al. 2016; Orlowsky and Seneviratne 2013). In the context of India, 101 

a recent study by Preethi et al. (2019) assessed the variability of drought and wet events using 102 

CMIP5 models and reported the frequent occurrence of droughts during the near and mid future 103 

(2010-2059). A study carried by Ojha et al. (2013) considering 17 GCMs has assessed the severe 104 

droughts and wet events in the future. The study has reported an increasing trend in the frequencies 105 

of droughts and wet events. It is shown that drought events are expected to increase in the West 106 

Central, Peninsular, and central Northeast regions of India in the future. In contrast, the northern 107 

parts of India and coastal areas are likely to experience a maximum increase in the frequency of 108 

wet events. 109 

Numerous factors influence drought vulnerability, which are directly pertinent to the local 110 

studies (UNDP 2004). Several studies have been performed to assess the vulnerability of a region 111 
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related to the effect of climate changes on meteorological parameters, water resources, and 112 

agricultural sectors (Eakin and Conley 2002; Brooks et al. 2005; Metzger et al. 2005). The present 113 

study proposes two conceptual models to quantify the severity of extreme drought and wet events 114 

and to identify the regions which are vulnerable to such kind of events. For the identification of 115 

vulnerable regions, the proposed model uses the SPI outcomes such as frequency, prolonged 116 

duration, and magnitude, which reflects the impacts of meteorological extremes at the local scale. 117 

In addition, the weight of the grid, which takes into account the pre and post-global warming effect 118 

of occurring the meteorological  extremes at a local scale is given consideration. For example, 119 

suppose two grids experience the same number of extreme events, but a grid which experience 120 

such events in the early part of the nineteenth century is less weighted as compared to the one in 121 

the latter part of the century. Further, the present study employs CMIP5 projection data to assess 122 

the changes in the vulnerable regions in the future. In this framework, firstly observed data is used 123 

to identify the vulnerable region and validated through literature, and further, the index is 124 

employed on CMIP5 projection datasets. 125 

2. Data, study area, and methodology 126 

2.1 Data and study area 127 

Observed gridded rainfall data of spatial resolution 1o × 1o for the period 1901-2014 is 128 

obtained from the open web repository of Climate Research Unit (CRU), UK 129 

http://www.cru.uea.ac.uk (Harris et al. 2014). The spatial domain for the analysis comprised of 130 

354 grids  is chosen in the range of latitude 8o4′ − 37o5′ and longitude  68o5′ − 97o5′ covering 131 

the Indian region. As mentioned in Harris et al. (2014), this precipitation dataset has undergone a 132 

quality check by the CRU. Further, it has been compared with other observation-based datasets; 133 

namely, Global Precipitation Climatology Center (GPCC), University of Delaware (UDEL), 134 

http://www.cru.uea.ac.uk/
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climate research temperature TEM data (CRUTEM) at a global scale (Becker et al. 2013; Willmott 135 

and Matsuura 2001; Jones et al. 2012). And also it has been compared at a regional scale (Shi et 136 

al. 2017; Reeves et al. 2017; Thorne et al. 2016) to demonstrate the robustness of this dataset. In 137 

the Indian context, Rao et al. (2014) have given preference to CRU data due to its accuracy in 138 

comparison to the other datasets such as National Data Centre (NDC), India, and Indian 139 

Meteorological Department (IMD). Further, Robertson et al. (2013) have performed a comparative 140 

analysis between CRU and IMD data in northern India from 1982 to 2005 and found a reasonable 141 

degree of closeness between the two datasets.  142 

Further, the present work utilizes historical and projection simulations of CMIP5 model 143 

(Taylor et al. 2012) spanning over the period 1901-2005 and 2006-2100, respectively obtained 144 

from the website of Earth System Grid Federation (ESGF)  ( https://esgf-145 

node.llnl.gov/search/cmip5/). As mentioned in Taylor et al. (2012) CMIP5 datasets are available 146 

at different RCPs scenarios, namely 2.6, 4.5, 6.0, and 8.5, and designated based on the 147 

concentration of greenhouse gases and the possible range of radiative forcing values towards the  148 

2100. In RCP 2.6 and 4.5, emissions continue to rise till 2030 and 2040, respectively and its trend 149 

declines towards 2100. Similarly, in RCP 6.0 emissions continue to rise till 2060, and it stabilizes 150 

towards 2100, while in RCP8.5, the emissions continue to increase throughout the 21st century. In 151 

view of importance of RCP8.5, we have utilized this data set in the present work. The CMIP5 152 

models outputs were developed at different climate centers over the globe with various  horizontal 153 

resolutions. Therefore, these models are rescaled to the spatial resolution of observations using a 154 

bilinear interpolation technique. The bilinear interpolation has been used for rescaling the climate 155 

variable such as rainfall data in various climate studies over the globe (Diffenbaugh and Giorgi 156 

2012; Geil et al. 2013; Koirala et al. 2014).  157 
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Further, gridded data is used to calculate the all-India rainfall by taking the area-weighted 158 

average over all grids using a standard weighted matrix (Rajeevan et al. 2006) provided by the 159 

IMD.  160 

The observed data is partitioned into three parts such as 1901-1937 (first time-domain 161 

(FTD)), 1938-1976 (second time-domain (STD)), and 1977-2014 (third time-domain (TTD)). The 162 

rationale of dividing the data into three parts is to identify spatio-temporal shift of rainfall extremes 163 

over time and to preserve stationarity in data. Further, the statistical test, Dickey-Fuller test is 164 

employed to check stationarity over each segment of the data. The null hypothesis of the Dickey-165 

Fuller (ADF test) (Dickey and Fuller, 1981) is rejected (p-value < 0.01), which indicates that data 166 

maintain stationarity concerning the statistical properties. 167 

2.2 Ensemble of CMIP5 Models 168 

An assessment of the performance of climate models in simulating the variability in 169 

drought and wet events for the time of 1901–2005 using CMIP5 (Taylor et al. 2012) is presented. 170 

Historical simulations from 12 CMIP5 models, which represent Indian summer monsoon rainfall 171 

(Jena et al. 2015, 2016; Jena and Azad 2019; Azad and Rajeevan 2016) is compared with the 172 

corresponding observations to obtain an assessment of the models’ performance, which is 173 

mentioned in Table 1. Further, an ensemble of these selected models is formed by implementing 174 

Shannon’s entropy method. It assigns weights to each model based on the performance in 175 

simulating observed climatology such as JJAS, and annual rainfall (in mm). Using these 176 

climatologies, the statistics such as coefficient variation (CV), root mean square error,  and 177 

Correlation of coefficient (CC) are computed for each CMIP5 model dataset. The obtained 178 

statistics form a matrix of the dimension (12 X 6), which is known to be decision matrix. The detail 179 

procedure as follows: 180 
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Step 1: Shannon’s entropy (Shannon 1948) is a method to find the desired weights for the given 181 

criteria which can be assessed as  182 

𝑒𝑘 = − 1𝑙𝑛(𝑛) ∑ 𝑧𝑖𝑘𝑛𝑖=1 𝑙𝑛(𝑧𝑖𝑘)                                                                    (1) 183 

𝑑𝑘 = 1 − 𝑒𝑘                                                                                                (2) 184 

where, 𝑧𝑖𝑘 is the normalized form of the decision matrix, 𝑛 is the number of models and 𝑒𝑘 is the 185 

Shannon entropy, which gives the information of the individual model’s weightage used in the 186 

analysis.  187 

Step 2: The weights can be written as 188 

𝑤𝑘 = 𝑑𝑘∑ 𝑑𝑘𝑚𝑘=1                                                                                             (3) 189 

Step 3: An ensemble of data is formed by 190 

 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 =  ∑ (𝑚𝑖 ∗ 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑖=1 )                                                                     (4) 191 

where, 𝑛 is the number of models, 𝑚𝑖 is the CMIP5 model data, and 𝑤𝑖 is the weight of the 192 

corresponding models. 193 

The ensemble model data is compared with the observations as well as individual models’ 194 

climatology of Indian monsoon rainfall. The results are shown in Table 2 and reveal that an 195 

ensemble model performs better than individual models in simulating observed climatology. For 196 

example, the model GFDL-ESM2G shows a 2% relative error (RE) in simulating the annual 197 

amount of rainfall, which is less than other models as well as the ensemble model. However, this 198 

model has a high value of RE (>=27%), while simulating June-September (JJAS) climatology. A 199 

similar observation is also noticed in other selected models. So, it is concluded that there is no 200 
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unique model whose performance in simulating the climatology of JJAS and annual rainfall is 201 

outstanding. However, it is observed that an ensemble model has less RE (5% for annual rainfall, 202 

15% for JJAS rainfall) which is relatively less than other individual models in simulating both 203 

observed climatology. Therefore, an ensemble model is chosen for the historical and projection 204 

analysis. 205 

2.2 Methodology 206 

2.2.1 SPI  207 

SPI is utilized to investigate the spatial, temporal extent, and severity of droughts 208 

occurrence over the region. This index is defined as the difference between the rainfall at a given 209 

instance and the long-term mean divided by the standard deviation in the specified time domain. 210 

However, this method cannot be applied directly as the precipitation follows skewed distribution 211 

for the accumulation period of 12 months or less (Mckee et al. 1993). This disadvantage can be 212 

overcome by applying simple transformation functions which converts the skewed distribution 213 

into a normal distribution.  214 

Normally, the SPI index is calculated for the selected periods, i.e. 3, 6, 12, and 24 months. 215 

The time scale 3-and 6-month give the information about the short-term drought/wet, whereas 12- 216 

and 24- month provide long term drought/wet. It is mentioned that the gamma distribution fit the 217 

climatological precipitation data well, therefore, the monthly precipitation time series for 𝑗th time 218 

scale is modeled using gamma distribution (Thom 1958). In the present study, various distributions 219 

are fitted to rainfall data and it reveals that gamma distribution closely fits (See Appendix). The 220 

probability density function of the gamma distribution is defined by: 221 

g(x) =  1β𝛼γ(α) x𝛼−1e−x𝛽 for 𝑥 > 0                                             (5) 222 
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where 𝛼 > 0 is a shape parameter, 𝛽 > 0 is a scale parameter, and 𝑥 > 0 is the amount of 223 

precipitation. 𝛾(𝛼) is the gamma function which is defined as: 224 

𝛾(𝛼) =  ∫ 𝑦𝛼−1𝑒−𝑦∞0 𝑑𝑦                                                             (6) 225 

The mathematical form of the cumulative probability function of Gamma distribution is given by: 226 

𝐺 =  ∫ 𝑔(𝑥)𝑑𝑥𝑥
0 = 1𝛽𝛼𝛾(𝛼) ∫ 𝑥𝛼−1𝑒−𝑥𝛽 𝑑𝑥𝑥

0                                                  (7) 227 

Since the gamma distribution is undefined for 𝑥 = 0, the cumulative distribution function for 228 

gamma distribution which accounts zero value in the data is further modified as: 229 

𝐻(𝑥) = 𝑞 + (1 − 𝑞)𝐺(𝑥)                                                                     (8) 230 

where 𝑞 represents the probability of zero rainfall over the period 1901 − 2014. 231 

The algorithm of SPI is implemented on all-India and gridded monthly rainfall data for the period 232 

1901-2014 at different time scales, representing short to long term rainfall events. Using the 233 

classification scheme mentioned in McKee et al. (1993), rainfall events are categorized into 234 

moderate, severe, and extreme events (both drought and wet). 235 

2.2.2 Severity assessment of extreme drought and wet years 236 

The implementation of SPI provides positive and negative indices, through which extreme 237 

drought and wet events are extracted by utilizing the threshold as mentioned in Mckee et al. (1993) 238 

and Svoboda and Fuchs (2016). The severity of an extreme drought/wet event is quantified through 239 

its magnitude, duration, or how long it persists over time. To understand the impact of extreme 240 

(drought and wet) events, a conceptual model is proposed, which is described in Fig. 1. The model 241 

calculates the severity index, which is defined as a function of duration and magnitude of the 242 

extreme events. The high values of severity index indicate the potential impact of extreme events 243 
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and vice versa. Suppose, an extreme event occurred with high magnitude and it persists over a 244 

small period, then it is likely to have less potential impact. Whereas, an event with a low magnitude 245 

which continues over a long period is likely to have a high impact. The conceptual model takes 246 

care of these two aspects and is defined as: 247 𝑆 = 𝑀 × 𝑊                                                                    (9) 248 

where M and W are the magnitude and weight of the corresponding events. The weight of the 249 

extreme events is assigned according to the duration of the events. The event with prolonged 250 

duration is assigned more weights and vice versa. The magnitude of either event is calculated as: 251 

Step 1: The implementation of SPI algorithm at a given time scale on rainfall time series (𝑚 × 1), 252 

where 𝑚 represents the total number of months, it results in SPI index, named as 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥𝑚×1. 253 

Transform this matrix to 𝑆𝑛×𝑝, where 𝑛 = 𝑚12 = 114 and 𝑝 represents number of years and months, 254 

respectively. In this study, extreme rainfall events are considered and the value of threshold (𝑡ℎ𝑟) 255 

is ±2 for extreme wet and drought, respectively. 256 

Step 2: Extract the extreme wet years, 𝑑 = {𝑦1, 𝑦2, 𝑦3, … } in which 𝑦𝑖 = {𝑆𝑖,𝑗 ≥ 𝑡ℎ𝑟|𝑖 =257 1,2, . . , 𝑛 and 𝑗 = 1,2, . . , 𝑝}. Similarly for the extreme drought year, 𝑦𝑖 = {𝑆𝑖,𝑗 ≤ 𝑡ℎ𝑟 |𝑖 =258 1,2, . . , 𝑛 and 𝑗 = 1,2, . . , 𝑝}.  259 

Step 3: For 𝑖𝑡ℎ extreme wet year, find the 𝑗𝑡ℎ month which exceeds the 𝑡ℎ𝑟. Then wet magnitude 260 

event is obtained as:  261 

𝑀𝑖 =  ∑ {𝑆𝑖,𝑡 > 0| 𝑦𝑖 is an extreme wet year}𝑘𝑡=𝑗                                          (10) 262 

Similarly, the magnitude of each extreme drought event calculated as: 263 

       𝑀𝑖 =  ∑ {𝑆𝑖,𝑡 < 0| 𝑦𝑖 is an extreme drought year}𝑘𝑡=𝑗                                      (11) 264 
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It is a cumulative sum of the magnitude (𝑘 − 𝑗) positive/negative index value of ith extreme 265 

wet/drought year when it encounters with negative/positive index value (𝑆𝑖,𝑘+1 <> 0). 266 

Then the weight is obtained as: 267 

The weight (𝑊) of extreme wet year is calculated according to the number of months having 268 

positive index value after the 𝑗𝑡ℎ month. For example, if in an 𝑖𝑡ℎ extreme wet year, five months 269 

are having positive index value after 𝑗𝑡ℎ month, the weight of 𝑖𝑡ℎ year would be five. Similarly, 270 

the weight for extreme drought is obtained. 271 

Further, the values of 𝑆 is normalized as, 𝐼 =  |𝑆|𝑚𝑎𝑥 (|𝑆|) to compare at a common scale. 272 

2.2.3 Vulnerability index of rainfall extremes 273 

Generally, the vulnerability is a relative measure among regions/grids concerning rainfall 274 

extremes, and it indicates the degree of susceptible to damage (harm) due to the occurrence of an 275 

event (Smit et al. 1999). In the present study vulnerable index is defined as a function of frequency, 276 

prolonged duration, magnitude, and temporal shift of extreme events over a region. These variables 277 

act as distinct indicators of severity concerning drought and wet conditions for a given period. To 278 

quantify the vulnerability of a region, a conceptual model is proposed and described in Fig. 2 and 279 

its mathematical expressions are described in the equation form, which is stated as: 280 

𝐼 = 𝑃 × 𝑊𝐷 × 𝑍                                                                                 (12) 281 

where,                                        𝑃 = ∑ 𝐷𝑗𝑞𝑗=1𝑚                                                                   (13) 282 

 𝑚 is the total number of months, 𝐷𝑗 represents dry and wet months. Here, dry and wet months are 283 

defined according to SPI values negative and positive of the corresponding months respectively 284 
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and 𝑞 is the total number months having 𝑆𝑃𝐼 value is negative or positive. The term 𝑃 represents 285 

the average number of dry/wet months over the period. Further, 𝑃 value is calculated over the pre 286 

and post era of global warming and accordingly assigns weight to the grids.For example, suppose 287 

the grid experienced average dry/wet months equally in pre and post era of global warming, which 288 

indicates the grids have less influenced by climate change and hence is assigned less weight. On 289 

the other hand, a grid with more average dry/wet months in the post era compared to the pre era 290 

of global warming is assigned a relatively higher weight.  291 

The term 𝑊𝐷 is defined as: 292 

𝑊𝐷 = ∑ (𝑑𝑗) 𝑛𝑗=1(𝑚/12)  ×  ∑ 𝐼(𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥𝑗 >< 𝑡ℎ𝑟) 𝑚𝑗=1 (𝑚/12)                                           (14) 293 

                                        294 

Here 𝑡ℎ𝑟 represents a threshold for rainfall extremes, d is the extreme event years. The second 295 

term of Eq. (14) indicates the frequency of extreme wet and drought over the study period. Two 296 

grids may experience the same frequency, so, it is required to assign weight to grids. The 297 

assignment of weight to grids is based on the impact of climate change over the region. For 298 

example, suppose grid-one and grid-two experienced two extreme droughts such as 1918, 1920; 299 

and 1987, 1991, respectively. Here, it may be inferred that there are no changes in the rainfall 300 

pattern in the influence of climate change in grid-one, whereas grid-two have adversely influenced 301 

by climate change. Therefore, the grid-two is assigned with high weights compared to grid-one 302 

and it is calculated by the first term of the Eq. (14). 303 

The term 𝑍 is defined below: 304 
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𝑍 =  ∑ 𝑀𝑖 × 𝑓𝑖𝐿𝑘𝑖=1 𝐿                                                                             (15) 305 

where 𝐿 is the total length of a negative or positive spell of the rainfall events. The negative and 306 

positive spell of length L is defined as the L continuous months having 𝑆𝑃𝐼 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 <  0 and 307 𝑆𝑃𝐼 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 >  0, respectively. 𝐿𝑘 is the length of spell, where k is the number of spells. For 308 

example, in a grid, there are five number of positive spell with each of length of 𝐿1, 𝐿2, 𝐿3, 𝐿4 and 309 𝐿5. So the total length of the spell is obtained as 𝐿 =  ∑ 𝐿𝑘5𝑘=1 . 𝑀𝑖  is the magnitude of 310 

dryness/wetness in each spell and 𝑓𝒊 is the frequency of rainfall extremes corresponding to the 311 

spell. The term 𝑓𝒊 add more weightage to the spell, for example, if two grids having the same 312 

magnitude and the grid with higher extremes given the more weightage. This situation comes when 313 

two or more spells having equal magnitudes, hence the spell with more rainfall extremes is given 314 

with the highest weightage. The term 𝑍 represents a weighted average drought/wet magnitude in 315 

each of the spells. The term 𝑍 cumulates the average effect of the droughts and wet magnitude 316 

over time. The index 𝐼 has been constituted in a way to assume larger values for regions that have 317 

witnessed more rainfall extremes through fewer and more recent rainfall events. The calculated 318 

values of 𝐼 have been normalized as, 𝐼 = 𝐼max(𝐼) and segregated into four intervals based on quartile 319 

values. 320 

3. Results and discussion 321 

3.1 All-India observations: 322 

3.1.1 Observed drought and wet events 323 

To preserve stationarity, rainfall data is partitioned into three disjoint sets of equal size 37 years 324 

such as 1901-1937, 1938-1976, and 1977-2014. The algorithm of SPI is implemented on each 325 
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dataset of monthly rainfall data for the period 1901-2014 at 3- and 12-month scales. It may be 326 

noted that the present study focuses only on the extreme rainfall events (extreme drought and wet) 327 

and the corresponding years are presented in Table 2 over all-time scales. The results reveal that 328 

most of the extreme droughts of 3-month are found to be in 1901-1920 and 1965-2010. A similar 329 

result has been reported in Bhalme et al. (1983) and Parthasarathy et al. (1987) that the most of the 330 

short-scale droughts were found in 1891-1920 and 1961-1984. Further, a decadal gap (1921-1959) 331 

is found in the formation of extreme drought over the time scales of 6-24 months. The large-scale 332 

extreme droughts (24-month) occurred between 1960 and 2010.  333 

Similarly, the extreme wet events are extracted and their corresponding years are shown in Table 334 

2. The results reveal that most extreme wet events at a 3 and 12-month scale occurred in 1920-335 

1960, which explains inverse relation between the occurrence of drought and wet events. It may 336 

be conferred that in the global warming era (after 1960) the weather events related to temperatures 337 

have increased along with the drought events. Similarly, it is noted that before the warming era 338 

(before 1960) wet events were more in occurrence along with fewer droughts and temperature 339 

events, such as temperature mean change (Narula et al. 2018). 340 

3.1.2 Severity assessment of extreme drought and wet years 341 

The proposed model explained in Section-2.2.2 is employed over the extreme drought and wet 342 

years to assess the severity of events. The results of extreme drought events are shown in Fig. 3, 343 

in which the subplot of Fig. 3(a) and (b) represent for the time scale of 3-month and 12-month, 344 

respectively. At a 3-month scale, the extreme drought years such as 1902, and 1905 have the 345 

highest index value which indicates that the influence of these years was persistent for a longer 346 

period. The most prominent drought events at 3-month time scale occurred in 1902, 1905, 1908, 347 

1918, and 1920 in the early part of 20th century, and 1966, 1967, 1972, 1987, 1991, 2001, 2002, 348 
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2003, and 2009 were designated as major drought events after global warming era. Further 349 

considering other time scales, the most prominent years were 1905, 1918, 1964, 1965, 1972, 1987, 350 

2001, and 2002 at a 12-month scale. These extreme droughts have been reported in various 351 

literature mentioning the potential impact over diverse fields such as agriculture, water reservoir 352 

(Tyalagadi et al. 2015; Samra 2004; Parthasarthy et al. 1987, 1994; Shewale & Kumar 2005). It is 353 

well documented that 70% of the Indian region has suffered from the occurrence of extreme 354 

drought in 1918, which was designed as first large drought in India followed by second-largest 355 

drought in 1987 and 1905, which affected 48% and 37% of the area, respectively (Shewale & 356 

Kumar 2005). As mentioned in Samra (2004), the entire region of India has experienced extreme 357 

droughts in 2001, 2002, and 2003 which caused many losses in the form of severe damages 358 

(US$910,721,000), and many lives were affected (20 deaths and US$90,000,000). It is reported 359 

that some of the regions in India (West and Southeast) have experienced extreme droughts in 1987 360 

which further caused loss of lives (approx. 440) and several damages to agriculture; the droughts 361 

in 1972 and 1964-65 mainly occurred over the region of central India and Rajasthan (Samra 2004). 362 

Further, it is noticed that before the global warming era, there is a decadal gap (1925-1964) of 39 363 

years in which no highly impacted drought has occurred. However, after global warming the 364 

decadal gap of occurring highly impacted droughts reduced to 15-, 5- and 9- years.  365 

Similarly, the proposed model is implemented over all the extreme wet years to assess the severity 366 

and the corresponding results are presented in Fig. 3, in which the subplot of Fig. 3(c) and (d) 367 

represent for 3- and 12-month scales, respectively. Based on the highest index values at a 3-month 368 

scale, the most impacted extreme wet years were 1906, 1914, 1916, and 1955  before global 369 

warming era, whereas, 1989, 1997, 2005, and 2009 had high impact wet events overtime after the 370 

global warming era. Similarly, the most impacted extreme wet events at 12-month were in 1916-371 
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17, and 1955-56 before warming era and 1987, and 2012 after the global warming. Similar results 372 

are reported in Preethi et al. (2019), Parthasarathy et al. (1994), Bhalme & Mooley (1980), and 373 

Dhar & Nandargi (2003). It is also noticed that the most of wet events occurred after the post era 374 

of global warming. Moreover, as mentioned in the IPCC Second Assessment Report (IPCC, 1996) 375 

on the projection of Asian/Indian monsoon that the climate models predict more rainfall over these 376 

regions in a warmer climate. The warming is associated with the increase in greenhouse gases and 377 

might cause an increase in Indian monsoon variability and weaken the strength (IPCC 2001). As 378 

mentioned in Bhalme & Mooley (1980), 36% and 28% of the region have experienced extreme 379 

wet events in 1916 and 1917, respectively. Further, it is reported that during 1955-56, 1961, and 380 

1975, a large fraction of the area of India such as 27%, 48%, and 31% have experienced major 381 

flooding.  382 

3.1.3 Classification of frequency of extremes at gridded level 383 

To visualize the spatial distribution of frequency of the extremes rainfall events at 3- and 12-month  384 

scales, the gridded data of resolution 1o × 1o is utilized. As defined in the earlier section, the study 385 

period is segregated into three disjoint slices of equal size. For this analysis, the frequency of 386 

extreme drought and wet events is calculated in all three time periods. The count of extreme rainfall 387 

events over time is known to be frequency and it is obtained as follows: 388 

1. 𝑑𝑖 = 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑗=112 𝑆𝑖,𝑗 or 𝑑𝑖 = 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑗=112 𝑆𝑖,𝑗 for each 𝑖 = 1,2, . . , 𝑛. Here maximum and 389 

minimum numbers represent the highest and lowest SPI value of the specified year, 390 

respectively. The dimension of 𝑑 would be 𝑛 × 1. 391 

2. The frequency of extreme drought/wet is obtained as 392 
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𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞 =  ∑ 𝐼(𝑑𝑖 < or > 𝑡ℎ𝑟)𝑛𝑖=1 , 𝑡ℎ𝑟 is the threshold value for extreme drought/wet, 393 

and 𝐼 is the indicator function, which is defined as 𝐼(𝑥) = {10|𝑥 > 0𝑥 < 0}. 394 

Further, the frequency is labeled into 4 classes, including classes 1 to 4, based on their percentile 395 

values. The grid having the lower frequency (less than 25th percentile value) of events is considered 396 

to be in class 1; frequency lies between 25-49th percentiles is considered to be in class 2; frequency 397 

lies in 50-74th percentiles is considered to be in class 3 and frequency greater than 75th percentiles 398 

is considered to be in class 4. The results of extreme droughts, which are shown in Fig. 4(a), (b) 399 

and (c) reveal that the region East-coast, Northeast-central, Central-peninsula, and North of India 400 

at 3-month scale have experienced class 4 frequency of extreme droughts over the FTD, whereas 401 

the Northeast and west part of India experienced class 1 and 2 frequencies of extreme droughts. 402 

Further, it is seen that there exists a transition from low class to the high-class frequencies of 403 

extreme droughts in the Northeast region in STD, which indicates the impact of global warming 404 

on monsoonal rainfall over the region. Also, a transition from class 4 to class 3 frequencies of 405 

extreme droughts are found over some grids in East, Peninsular, and Northeast central region in 406 

STD. In TTD period, it is obtained that South, West, and Peninsular region is experienced with a 407 

low class of frequency of extreme droughts, whereas the East and North India experienced class 4 408 

frequencies of extreme droughts. It is concluded that the high-class frequencies of extreme 409 

droughts are migrated from the South and Peninsula region to the North and East. Similar analyses 410 

for the frequency of extreme drought are carried out for the scale of 12-month over three different 411 

time domains and the corresponding results are shown in Fig. 4(d), (e) and (f). The results reveal 412 

that the class 4 frequencies of extreme droughts are found to cluster in the western part of India, 413 

whereas the East and Northeast central of India have experienced class 1 frequencies of extreme 414 

droughts in the FTD. In STD, high class of frequency of extreme droughts is distributed non-415 
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uniformly, however, some grids both in the South and Peninsular region experienced class 3 and 416 

class 4. In TTD, the class 4 frequencies of extreme droughts are moved to Northcentral and East 417 

of India. This result further confirms the previous finding that during the late nineteenth century, 418 

India experienced Eastward movement of drought events (Mallya et al. 2016). Moreover, these 419 

regions are characterized by no forest cover, and the concentration of heavy industries like 420 

fertilizer, cement, steel, and thermal power plants (Narula et al. 2018). The region-specific climate 421 

affects the monsoonal rainfall, in turn, results with irregular rainfall, which induces variability 422 

ranging from small to large scale. The small-scale variability may be responsible for wet whereas 423 

a large scale is for both the situations (wet and drought). Similarly, for the brevity, the results of 424 

extreme droughts of scale 6- and -24 month are not presented. Similar observation is also noticed 425 

in three-time domains. 426 

The results of extreme wet are presented in Fig. 5, in which the subplot of Fig. 5(a), (b), and (c) 427 

represent for a 3-month scale, whereas Fig. 5(d), (e), and (f) show the results of a 12-month scale. 428 

The results reveal that class 3 and 4 frequencies of extreme wet at a 3-month scale are found to be 429 

clustered in the Northeast, South-west coast region, and sparsely located in western parts of India 430 

over the FTD period. During this period, Southeast and some parts in central India experienced 431 

class 2 frequency of wet events. In STD, it is noticed that there exists a transition between low to 432 

high-class frequency of extreme wet events, in turn, most of the grids have experienced with class 433 

3 and 4 frequencies. In TTD, it is found that the class 1 and  2 frequencies dominate over the 434 

Northeast-central and eastern part of India. Similarly, class 3 and  4 frequencies of extreme wet 435 

are found in West, Southwest coast and West-central part of India. From this, it is obtained that as 436 

the time window moves from FTD to TTD, the westward movement of wet events is seen at a 3-437 

month scale. However, at the large time scale, class 3 and 4 frequencies of wet events are found in 438 
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the North and South region in FTD. In TTD, the most of events are found to be cluster over the 439 

East-central and some parts in the South of India.    440 

3.1.4 Vulnerability index of rainfall extremes 441 

The proposed model explained in Section 2.2.3 is employed to quantify the vulnerability to rainfall 442 

extremes over each of the grids. The classification of grids based on the calculated index for 443 

extreme drought is presented in Fig. 6, in which subplot Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) represents for 3- 444 

and 12-month scale. The results reveal that at 3- month scale, the high index (the upper quartile) 445 

values are found to form a cluster in North-central, East, and East-central parts of India, whereas 446 

low (lower quartile) index values are located in West, some grids in South of India. The 447 

intermediate index values are located in some parts in the Peninsular, Northeast, and North regions. 448 

On contrary, at a 12-month scale, the high index value for extreme droughts are found to form 449 

clusters in West, West-coast, and Northcentral region of India, hence relatively high vulnerable 450 

towards the extreme droughts. The region of Southeast coast, some parts in Northeast and North 451 

receives low index values, hence relatively less vulnerable to extreme droughts. It is seen that 452 

vulnerable regions concerning extreme droughts events depend on time scales. These vulnerable 453 

regions are closely matched with the results mentioned in Shewale and Kumar (2005). It is reported 454 

in Shewale and Kumar (2005) that these regions have been experiencing frequent droughts over 455 

the last century. From the above analysis, it is concluded that at short scales such as 3-month, the 456 

vulnerable regions concerning extreme droughts are found to be in Central and Northeast of India, 457 

which is rich in agriculture activities, indicating potential threats in food security and socio-458 

economic factors (Mallya et al. 2016; Seitinthang 2014). Further, at a 12-month scale, the 459 

vulnerable regions are found to be in Northcentral, West, and West-coast, indicating a threat to the 460 

biodiversity and carbon sink at Western Ghats (Jena and Azad 2019; Murugan et al. 2009; 461 
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Manjunatha et al. 2015). Moreover, it was also found that the Western Ghat region has experienced 462 

several temperatures mean change years and corresponding hotspot (Narula et al., 2018), which 463 

was consistent with the present results at a 12-month scale. 464 

Similarly, the vulnerability index for extreme wet are calculated at 3- and 12- month scales, and 465 

the corresponding results are shown in Fig. 6, in which subplot Fig. 6(c) and Fig. 6(d) represents 466 

for 3-month and 12-month, respectively. It is seen that the West, North, Southwest coast and 467 

Northeast region experienced high index values at a 3-month scale, whereas Northeast-central and 468 

some grids in West and Peninsular region regions receive intermediate index values.  Similarly, 469 

the region South, Southeast coast, Southwest coast, Central part, and Peninsular region of India 470 

have experienced high index values at a 12-month scale. Further, the region Northeast, Northeast 471 

Central, Northwest, West of India receive low index values at a 12-month scale.  472 

3.2 Results of CMIP5 Models 473 

 3.2.1 All-India projection of ensemble model: 474 

To preserve the stationarity in data, the long time series of rainfall data is split into three disjoint 475 

parts in such a way that each part of data is sufficient for climate studies. The SPI is implemented 476 

over each part of rainfall data at 3-, and 12-month. There will be a decadal gap in the occurrence 477 

of 3-month droughts between 2060-2090 and 2030-2090 for 12-month droughts. A similar result 478 

is reported in Preethi et al. (2019) mentioned that most of the droughts will occur in mid of the 479 

future and its trend will decrease towards the end of the 21st century. However, their study has 480 

included the moderate and severe drought, whereas the present study focuses on extreme droughts. 481 

Similarly, the extreme wet events are extracted and the results reveal that the extreme wet events 482 

at 3- and 12-month scales are like to occur frequently after 2060, which is inversely correlated 483 
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with the extreme drought events. Hence, it may be concluded that the drought events would 484 

dominant over the early and mid of future, whereas wet events are like to dominant over the mid 485 

and late 21st century at a 12-month scale. Similarly, at a 3-month scale, the drought events are like 486 

to occur more frequently in 2020-2060, and thereafter, the wet events are likely to occur with high 487 

frequency.  488 

3.2.3 Severity assessment of extreme drought and wet years in future 489 

Using the proposed model as mentioned in Fig. 1, the severity of extreme drought years is 490 

calculated. The corresponding results are shown in Fig. 7, in which the upper panel shows for 3- 491 

and 12-month of extreme droughts; and the lower panel represents the same for extreme wets. It 492 

is seen that the extreme drought 2009 at 3- and 12-month scale has high severity index. Moreover, 493 

it has been reported that the drought year 2009 was one of the most prominent over the past decades 494 

(Preethi et al. 2019; Mallya et al. 2016), which supports one of our results. Based on the severity 495 

index at a 3-month scale, the drought year 2036 and 2043 would be the most prominent extreme 496 

drought years, which is likely to have an adverse impact in the future. Similarly, the highly 497 

impacted extreme drought years at the 12-month scale will be 2026, 2037, and 2024, 2027, 2035, 498 

respectively. It may be noted that most of the drought events would occur in the mid of the future 499 

and their frequency will decrease at the end of the 21st century as shown in Fig. 7.  500 

Similarly, the severity of extreme wet events is calculated and is presented in the lower panel of 501 

Fig. 7. The results reveal that at a 3-month scale, the most prominent wet event years will be 2038, 502 

2079, 2084, 2090, and 2099, in which 2079 and 2090 will have high impact followed by 2099. 503 

Similarly, at 12- month scale the most impacted wet events will be 2085, 2092, 2094, 2100, and 504 

2085, 2092, 2093, 2094, respectively, as evident from the high severity index shown in Fig. 7. 505 

From this analysis, it is obtained that India is likely to experience most impacted wet events after 506 
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2070, whereas it will have fewer impacted wet events in the early part of the 21st century. On 507 

contrary to this, the entire India would experience high impacted extreme drought events in the 508 

early part of the 21st century and its frequency will decrease towards the end of the 21st century.  509 

3.2.4 Gridded scale 510 

The Spatio-temporal shift of extreme events is analyzed over three disjoint periods such as 2006-511 

2035 (future first-time domain, (FFTD)), 2036-2070 (future second-time domain, (FSTD)) and 512 

2071-2100 (future third-time domain, (FTTD)). The analyses over FFTD facilitate the early 513 

occurrence of the extreme events, FSTD is for mid-future, and FTTD is for the end of the 21st 514 

century. The results at a 3- and 12- month scale are presented in Fig. 8 and it reveals that in FFTD 515 

some grids in West, Northeast, and Central regions of India are likely to experience class 4 516 

frequency of extreme droughts at 3-month scale. Further, the class 3 and 4 frequencies of extreme 517 

droughts cover the entire region of India during FSTD and finally, class 4 frequency of extreme 518 

droughts would form a dense cluster over the West Coast, West and West central region in FTTD. 519 

Similarly, the results of the 12-month scale reveal that the regions of Peninsular, Southeast coast, 520 

and central region will like to experience class 4 frequency of extreme droughts during FFTD. 521 

Further, the class 4 frequency is likely to shift towards the North and Northcentral region during 522 

FSTD. It is noticed that there will no more class 4 frequency of extreme droughts, however, the 523 

class 3 frequency will dominate in the region of West and West central region during FTTD. It is 524 

obtained that in FSTD, the whole region will experience droughts with high frequency at a 3-525 

month scale, whereas North and Northcentral will only experience 12-month droughts. Also, it is 526 

noticed that the frequency of either drought decreases towards the end of the 21st century. Most of 527 

the impacted drought years are found to cluster in FFTD and there will be few impacted drought 528 

years in FTTD. Further, it supports the results reported in Preethi et al. (2019) that India will 529 
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experience increased frequency of drought in early and mid-future (up to 2069). Moreover, the 530 

identified regions, which are likely to receive a high class of drought frequency also matches with 531 

earlier reports in Preethi et al. (2019) and Ojha et al. (2013) that the West Central, Peninsular, and 532 

Central Northeast regions of India, whereas the northern part of India and coastal regions, would 533 

receive a high class of extreme wet events frequency. 534 

Similarly, the frequency of classes of wet events is shown in Fig. 9 at 3- and 12-month scales. It 535 

is obtained that the West-central part and Northcentral of India are like to experience a high 536 

frequency of extreme wet in FFTD at a 3-month scale. Similarly, in the FSTD central part, the 537 

northeast region and some grids in the western region are like to experience low frequency of 538 

extreme wet events. During FTTD, the South, East, Central, and Peninsular region of India would 539 

like to experience a relatively high frequency in comparison to other parts of India. It is also 540 

obtained that the North and Northcentral parts of India are likely to experience a low frequency of 541 

extreme wet events. Similarly, at a 12-month scale, the West Coast, South, Peninsular, and East-542 

central parts of India would have a high frequency of extreme wet, whereas the North and 543 

Northcentral region would experience low frequency of extreme wet events.    544 

3.3.4 Vulnerability index of rainfall extremes 545 

The proposed model defined in Fig. 2 is employed to calculate the vulnerability index at each grid.  546 

The classification of grids based on index values of extreme droughts is shown in Fig. 10 (upper 547 

panel) at 3- and 12-month scales. It reveals that at a 3-month scale the region Northeast, Northeast 548 

Central, East Coast, and some grids in South part of India are likely to have high index values, 549 

hence would experience high frequency, prolonged droughts with high intensity. Consequently, it 550 

would adversely impact agriculture over these regions, threatening the food security over the 551 

region as well as in the entire country. Also, at a 12-month scale, the high index values are likely 552 
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to form clusters over West, Northwest, Northcentral, and some parts in the Northeast region. These 553 

regions have witnessed several agricultural activities such as rice, sugarcane, etc. which depend 554 

on a significant amount of rainfall. Also, there are many small water reservoirs over these regions, 555 

which are more likely to be affected. The deficit of accumulated rainfall at 3-month scale directly 556 

impact agricultural activities, especially rice and small water reservoir. The deficit of accumulated 557 

rainfall at 12-month would impact the water reservoir and groundwater level, consequently, it 558 

would affect the hydroelectric generation and hence the urban lives are likely to experience an 559 

adverse situation in the future. From this, it is observed that the region Northeast, East Coast, 560 

Northwest central, and North of India would be vulnerable to extreme drought conditions at small 561 

scales, whereas, it is found that at large scale the West coast and West-central will be the vulnerable 562 

regions.   563 

Vulnerable index for extreme wet events is calculated at 3- and 12- month scales and the 564 

corresponding results are depicted in Fig. 10 (lower panel). It is seen some grids in the Northeast, 565 

West, West Coast and some grids in the Peninsular region will have high index values at a 3-month 566 

scale. Moreover, it is seen that these regions are likely to receive low drought index value which 567 

supports the inverse relation of occurrence of drought and wet events. Similarly, at 12- month scale 568 

West, Peninsular, East Coast and South part of India will have high index values, hence are likely 569 

to be the most vulnerable regions.  570 

4. Discussions and conclusions 571 

The Indian monsoon rainfall has been experiencing frequent occurrences of extreme events during 572 

recent decades, especially from 1960 onwards. Notably, the year 2002, 2004, and 2009, were the 573 

most extended droughts that occurred over India in the decade of 2000-2010 (Preethi et al. 2019, 574 

Mallya et al. 2014). To identify the highly impacted extreme events, a conceptual model is 575 
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proposed, as mentioned in Fig. 1 and employed over each part of the time. The calculated values 576 

show the severity of the extreme events and based on the high index values; it is obtained that 577 

1905, 1907, 1918, 1959, 1964-65, 1971-72, 2000-02, and 2008 were the most impacted extreme 578 

drought years over last 20th century. A decadal gap of occurrence of severely impacted droughts 579 

at short/large time scales is found in the period 1921-1959. There are many factors involved in the 580 

mechanism of large-scale droughts such as global changes, thermodynamic feedback due to 581 

heating rates (Roxy et al. 2015). The changes in Indian and global temperatures could likely affect 582 

thermodynamic heating/cooling rates, consequently, affecting the monsoon active and dry spell. 583 

Further, the dry spells (there is no rain for five or more consecutive days) has been increased; light 584 

precipitation days have significantly decreased; consequently, the drought indices have been 585 

changing after the post-global warming (Mishra and Liu 2014). These changes could have also 586 

been influenced by natural forcing like Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD), El Niño–Southern Oscillation 587 

(ENSO), and internal variability of monsoon (Mishra and Liu 2014). However, rainfall events are 588 

time and space localized, and the mechanism of forming such events is still in conjecture. During 589 

1950-2005, the global mean temperatures and Indian mean temperatures have changed three to 590 

four times (Narula et al. 2018). It has been noticed that the most impacted droughts have occurred 591 

after the global warming era. Further, the based on the high severity index values the years 1906, 592 

1914, 1916-17, 1932, 1946 1955, 1970, 1977, 1989, 1997, 2005, 2009 and 2012 are most impacted 593 

wet years. These results closely match Preethi et al. (2019), Parthasarathy et al. (1994), Bhalme & 594 

Mooley (1980), and Dhar & Nandargi (2003). 595 

Climate models are considered as the primary tool for estimating future projections and provide 596 

data up to the 21st century. The present study has examined 12 selected climate model data that 597 

have captured observed climatology of Indian monsoon rainfall (Jena et al. 2015, 2016; Jena and 598 
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Azad 2019). Further, these climate models are used to generate an ensemble model and is used for 599 

future analysis. The proposed model (Fig. 1) is implemented to quantify the most impacted 600 

extreme events that are likely to occur in the future. Based on the high severity index values, the 601 

years 2036 and 2043 at 3-; 2026 and 2037 at a 12-month scale will be impacted extreme drought 602 

in the future. Similarly, the most prominent wet years will in 2038, 2067, 2075-76, 2079-80, 2084-603 

85, 2090-92, and 2099 over all time scales. 604 

Furthermore, given the need for classification of grids concerning extreme droughts and wet, a 605 

new vulnerable index has been proposed (Fig. 2), which consolidates the outcomes of SPI such as 606 

frequency, prolonged duration, and magnitude. In addition to this, the proposed model assigns 607 

various weights to grids to incorporate the global warming effect, which is an important indicator 608 

to identify the vulnerable region. Based on the high index values, it is found that Peninsular, 609 

Northeast, North regions, West, West-coast, and Northcentral part of India are vulnerable to 610 

extreme drought events. These results are in agreement with the findings of Shewale and Kumar 611 

(2005) that these regions are prone to frequent drought. Further, these regions are rich in 612 

agriculture activities, indicating potential threats in food security, socio-economic factors (Mallya 613 

et al. 2016; Seitinthang 2014), bio-diversity and carbon sink (Jena and Azad 2019; Murugan et al. 614 

2009; Manjunatha et al. 2015). Based on the projection simulation of climate models, the 615 

vulnerable region concerning extreme drought are summarized as follows: 616 

 Northeast, Northeast Central, East Coast, and some grids in South part of India are likely 617 

to have high index value, hence they are likely to experience high frequency, prolonged 618 

droughts with high intensity. 619 

 At a 12-month scale, the high index is likely to form clusters over West, Northwest, 620 

Northcentral, and some parts in the Northeast region.  621 
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Further findings of vulnerable regions respect to extreme wet events are as follows: 622 

 Northeast, West, West Coast, and some grids in the Peninsular region will have high index 623 

values at a 3-month scale. 624 

 Similarly, at 12- month scale West, Peninsular, East Coast and South part of India will 625 

have high index values, hence it will be the most vulnerable region.  626 

The identified vulnerable regions may be useful for policymakers, agriculture planning, and water 627 

resource management. 628 

Appendix 629 

1. Selection of probability distribution function for the fitting of data 630 

As it is mentioned in Thom (1958) and Wilks (1995) that the gamma distribution is a good choice 631 

for describing precipitation values at different time scales for a variety of reasons. The advantage 632 

of the gamma distribution includes firstly, it is bounded on the left at zero and the gamma 633 

distribution is positively skewed, meaning that it has an extended tail to the right of the distribution. 634 

Many studies have employed the gamma distribution in the analysis of rainfall. It is reported that 635 

the maximum likelihood estimators (MLEs) optimally calculate the shape and scale parameters for 636 

the gamma distribution. An alternative to the MLE parameters is the method of moment estimation 637 

(MME). It has been shown, however, that the method of moments is a poor estimator, owing to 638 

inefficiency, for small shape values (Wilks 1995; Thom 1958). Further, the present study has 639 

applied various distributions to fit the rainfall data at different time scales. To verify the efficiency 640 

of the distribution, Akkai information criteria (AIC) is calculated for all different data sets and the 641 

result is mentioned in Table A1 and Table A2. It reveals that the gamma distribution performs 642 

uniformly over all kinds of datasets. A rank is assigned to each of distribution based on the 643 
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performance (best fitting) and mentioned in Table A2, it reveals that the gamma distribution score 644 

lowest rank, represents best fit for the rainfall data.  645 

Table A1: Calculated AIC values for various distribution fitted at different time scales of data  646 

Distribution Monthly 3-month  24-month  

Weibull 14876.53 17857.30 16061.77 

Gamma 14882.46 17831.50 15961.00 

Logistics 16138.86 18752.29 16002.00 

Normal 16102.46 18657.63 15956.51 

Lognormal 14833.49 17853.40 15968.72 

 647 

Table A2: Rank of the distribution’s performance in fitting data at different time scales 648 

Distribution Monthly 3-month  12-month  Final 

Weibull 2 3 4 9 

Gamma 3 1 1 6 

Logistics 5 5 5 15 

Normal 4 4 2 10 

Lognormal 1 2 3 5 

 649 
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Figures

Figure 1

Procedure for calculating the severity of extreme drought and �ood events over the study period (1901-
2014 and 2006-2100).

Figure 2



Procedure for calculating the vulnerability of the region concerning extreme drought and �ood events over
the study period (1901-2014 and 2006-2100).

Figure 3

Assessment of severity of extreme drought years a) for at 3- month, b) for 12- month scales and extreme
�ood years c) for 3-month, d) for 12-month scales for 1901-2014.



Figure 4

Spatial distribution of frequency of extreme drought years at 3- month scale for the time period: (a) 1901-
1937; (b) 1938-1976; (c) 1977-2014. At 12-month scale: (d) 1901-1937; (e) 1938-1976; (f) 1977-2014.



Figure 5

Spatial distribution of frequency of extreme �ood years at 3- month scale for the time period: (a) 1901-
1937; (b) 1938-1976; (c) 1977-2014. At 12-month scale: (d) 1901-1937; (e) 1938-1976; ( f) 1977-2014.



Figure 6

Classi�cation of grids based on vulnerability index (I) of extreme drought (a) at 3- month; (b) at 12-
month; and of extreme �oods (c) at 3-month; (d) at 12-month scale for 1901-2014.



Figure 7

Assessment of severity of extreme drought years a) for at 3- month, b) for 12- month scales and extreme
�ood years c) for 3-month, d) for 12-month scales for 2006-2100.



Figure 8

Spatial distribution of frequency of extreme drought years at 3- month scale for the time period: (a) 2006-
2035; (b) 2036-2070; (c) 2071-2100. At 12-month scale: (d) 2006-2035; (e) 2036-2070; (f) 2071-2100.



Figure 9

Spatial distribution of frequency of extreme �ood years at 3- month scale for the time period a) 2006-
2035; b) 2036-2070; c) 2071-2100, at 12-month scales d) 2006-2035; e) 2036-2070; f) 2071-2100.



Figure 10

Classi�cation of grids based on vulnerability index (I) of extreme drought (a) at 3- month; (b) at 12-
month; and of extreme �oods (c) at 3-month; (d) at 12-month scales over the period 2006-2100.


